
9401 & 9403
100mm Belt Sanders
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MAKITA ADVANTAGE
! Labyrinth construction protects unit from sanding dust.
! The dust bag collects dust from a very efficient dust collector fan.  The bag fits inside the perimeter of 

the sander itself thereby enabling sanding flush into the corner.  A zipper in the bag allows dust to be 
disposed of quickly.

! The spade handle, incorporating the trigger switch, is ergonomically designed for comfortable control of 
the sander.

! The cable sleeve protects the supply cord and keeps the cable out of the way.
! The belt cover is easily removed should the belt drive require replacing.
! The belt tracking knob adjust the position of the front roller in relation to the back roller to centralize the 

sanding belt.
! The front precision roller runs on sentried brushes to give accurate belt alignment.
! The front auxiliary handle is specifically locate for fatigue free and sustained sanding.
! The externally accessible brushes can be quickly exchanged when they become worn out.

SPECIFICATIONS: 9401 9403
Belt size  100mm x 610mm 100mm x 610mm
Belt speed 350m/min 500m/min
Continuous rating input 1 040W 1 200W
Overall length 374mm 353mm
Net weight 7.3kg 5.7kg
Power supply cord 5m 5m
Carbon brush AC155 AC303

FEATURES:
Double insulation & dust collecting

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
Abrasive belt & dust bag assembly

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Description Part No. Part No.
Sanding belts for wood / metal
 100 x 610mm Grit 40 K4478 K4478
 100 x 610mm Grit 60 K4480 K4480
 100 x 610mm Grit 80 K4481 K4481
 100 x 610mm Grit 100 K4482 K4482
 100 x 610mm Grit 120 K4483 K4483
Cork pad 28 275 9 055 0 28 275 9 055 0
Steel pad 342328-3 150980-1
Graphite pad (Set 2) 423029-3
Dust bag 122297-2 122562-9
Edge slider 155885-0 150846-5
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